Why Choose EDMCI?

EDMCI is a turn-key control systems integrator for the conveyor and controls
industry. From engineering and programming to panel building and
installation. We use only the higest quality materials, controls and people to
complete each project on time and in budget.
EDMCI employees are the top design engineers, AutoCAD specialists, product
specialists and programmers to deliver engineering packages second to none in
the industry.
EDMCI owns and operates a panel shop that is UL508A approved and builds to
the strictest standards. Our panel builders take pride in delivering panels that
are especially well planned, contain room for expansion and are well labeled and
easy to work in. They are also impeccably neat. Our customers continually
express their appreciation of our attention to detail.
EDMCI employees are the top trained field technicians in the industry. Even
though they are certified by the state as electricians, we call them technicians
because of the controls skill level they each possess. They truly work together to
provide the highest quality job done on time.

At Electrical Design, what we value most are the relationships
we have with each other and our customers. We care about providing
our customers with the best products and the best services and we can
do that because of the relationships we have cultivated
in our company and with our customers
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Why Thermal Imaging?
As a maintenance professional, reacting
to emergencies and fixing problems is
part of the job. But let's face it. Your job
gets a lot easier when you can deal with
issues before they impact your budget,
resources and good night's sleep. Did
you know that thermal imagers can help?
They're the new tool of choice for
industrial and commercial maintenance
teams
Built tough for the job site and
assembled with pride in the U.S.A.

Features

• Identify and Solve problems before they occur
• Improve maintenance tasks and day-to-day efficiencies
• Justify and validate repairs
• Meet your insurance requirements
• Troubleshooting
• Have a record of plant electrical systems thermally
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